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Be the Light: UNiTE

Composed by: Hannah Joyce Dante

Step\(\text{ping}\) out of darkness in to sun light free from the pain of her past They

try to bring her down, down to their size But they don't know that she is not

lone. To ge ther we will rise and stand by her to ge ther we'll be the

li - light UNiTE be the light UNiTE, UNiTE. UNiTE, shine sobright, UNiTE.
nite, be the light U nite, U nite, U nite, U nite. U nite, shine so bright U nite U nite.

Like candles shining light across the corners of the sea we will stand up, we will stand tall, we say

violence is not allowed we stand up we stand tall we are one we are all U

nite, be the light U nite, U nite. U nite, shine so bright U nite. U nite, be the light U